  

Shaping the Information
Environment
DHRUV C KATOCH

Winning wars in the contemporary world are not just limited to gaining victory
over the enemy militarily, but also about winning the moral high ground in
the public domain in the long term. Towards the end of the 20th century, the
conflicts in which the US was engaged in, highlighted the fact that without a
STRONG FOUNDATION OF PUBLIC AND MEDIA SUPPORT A COUNTRYS ABILITY TO PROSECUTE
a campaign successfully gets seriously eroded. Korea, Vietnam, Central America,
Bosnia and Somalia stand out as appropriate examples. However, campaigns
which successfully embraced a strong media component like Grenada, Panama,
the Gulf War and the current war in Afghanistan have maintained a high degree of
public support. The success in the latter cases was a result of a better messaging
and communication strategy.
In their book, War and Anti-War, Alvin and Heidi Toffler argued that the way
nation states wage war reflects the way they conduct themselves economically
in peace. In an earlier work, The Third Wave, Alvin Toffler argued that nation
STATES HISTORICALLY DEVELOP THROUGH THREE STAGES OR @WAVES &IRST WAVE SOCIETIES
are largely agrarian in nature, the second wave is industrial and the third wave is
POST INDUSTRIAL OR @INFORMATIONAL SOCIETY !GRARIAN SOCIETIES WAGE WAR SEASONALLY
so that the farmer soldiers can return for the harvest. Industrial societies wage
industrialised warfare with machine guns, tanks, battleships and bombers.
Informational societies for whom bits and bytes are the currencies of commerce
thus place greater emphasis on information as a weapons system. Across
the world and also in India, we see these three different waves overlapping
simultaneously. The United States and other advanced societies with advanced
military establishments are moving swiftly from the second to the third wave.
In India, the pace of advancement is much slower and the nation is still at the
infancy stage in applying these resources as a tool for achieving foreign policy
and domestic objectives. )NDIAS POLITICAL AND MILITARY LEADERSHIP IS YET TO EXPLOIT
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the value of strategic perception management capabilities as another means
of implementing national foreign and security policy objectives. This perhaps
is because we have yet to achieve the level of development which will propel
India into the league where we are seen as major players on the world stage. As
India strives to achieve that status, it would be appropriate to develop perception
management capabilities alongside.
In the battle for shaping attitudes and perceptions, the role of non-state
actors is assuming greater significance. While means of communication were
earlier solely in the hands of government, the situation today is more diffused.
4HE ONGOING @!RAB 3PRING WHICH COMMENCED IN 4UNISIA HAS SPREAD WELL BEYOND
its borders, overthrowing the dictatorial regime of Tunisia, Egypt and Libya.
This is a testament to the power of new media which includes the social media
exemplified by the internet, Facebook and Twitter, mobile telephones, television
and radio. These information technology and mass communication tools in
the hands of the people have powered perceptions in an extraordinary effective
manner. As tools they are value neutral. In terms of exploitation they could be
used by both, the national and anti-national elements to a devastating effect.
A key component of the strategy of non-state actors is to attract support from
THE POPULATION BY ATTACHING THE INSURGENCY TO A @POPULAR CAUSE WHIPPING UP
support on perceived cases of human rights violations, magnifying the failures of
the state and the like. This makes it necessary to have a strategy in place to bring
out an alternate narrative to counter hostile designs. How this narrative will play
out would remain the defining challenge for affected states and their militaries

Policy Aspects
)NDIAS EXTERNAL SECURITY CONCERNS EMANATE FROM AN INCREASINGLY ASSERTIVE #HINA
PRESSING ITS CLAIMS ON )NDIAS LAND BORDER WITH 4IBET AND A HOSTILE 0AKISTAN
rendering support to terrorist activities within India. Perception management
campaigns need to be developed and executed to undermine the above. Within
the country, the key challenge lies in addressing internal security concerns
arising out of conflict in Jammu and Kashmir, parts of Northeast India and in
areas affected by Left Wing Extremism (LWE). )NDIAS CORE CONCERNS IN THIS REGARD
must be related to events in South Asia, China, South East Asia and the Af-Pak
region. Perception management policies need to be shaped accordingly in tune
WITH )NDIAS SECURITY CONCERNS
In the context of perception management where the print and visual media
PLAYS A MAJOR ROLE IN SHAPING PERCEPTIONS )NDIAS REACH IS LIMITED 7HILE THE 53
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has the VOA (Voice of America) and the United Kingdom has the BBC (British
Broadcasting Corporation), both with a worldwide reach and high credibility
RATINGS )NDIAS NATIONAL BROADCASTERS $OORDARSHAN AND !LL )NDIA 2ADIO ARE LIMITED
both in reach and credibility. Private media houses in India also have limited
REACH AND INmUENCE UNLIKE THEIR COUNTERPARTS IN THE 7EST (OWEVER ADEQUATE
CAPABILITY EXISTS TO SHAPE PERCEPTIONS WITHIN )NDIAS NEIGHBOURHOOD ,ACK OF A
public diplomacy division within the Ministry of External Affairs to coordinate
perception management efforts hinders any viable strategy in this direction.
Another void in managing perceptions relate to the lack of a doctrine which
can synthesise the effort of multiple agencies and lead to synergy in operations.
As remarked by Leigh Armistead, “Information Operations crosses so many
BOUNDARIES WITHIN THE INTERAGENCY PROCESS THAT IT IS OFTEN VERY DIFlCULT TO QUANTIFY
exactly what constitutes an information campaign.”1 At times, these operations
go beyond the regular hierarchy and standard statement of purposes. Another
challenge in undertaking information operations is the presence of numerous
layers of bureaucracy that have so far handled the diplomatic efforts. The Army
could however be a player within the ambit of a public diplomacy division and
could bring its inputs into shaping a coherent policy. All intelligence agencies
within India too could play a role in this regard. This highlights the need for
both a national doctrine laying down objectives and guidelines for shaping
the information environment and a central all-encompassing organisation to
oversee the perception management effort at the national level.

Military Imperatives
The Indian Army is viewed as an extremely professional and well-disciplined
force and is held in high esteem in the country. However, new challenges and
an ever-evolving environment have highlighted the importance of shaping
PERCEPTIONS AND REALIGNING PERSPECTIVES TO SUIT )NDIAS CORE NATIONAL INTERESTS
A positive perception of the Indian Army is an enabler in this respect, for
maintaining confidence and morale at home and appropriate deterrence against
inimical forces. Perceptions also need to be shaped for the men and women in
uniform, the large veteran community and their families. The Force cannot live
in isolation and how it perceives itself, affects its self-image.
The core objective for the Army in shaping the information environment
would lie in actions that contribute to achieving the following: z   A better understanding of the force.
z Preserve a positive image among the public.
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Create a deterrent image for the adversary.
Uphold a professional image for the force and its allies.

Perceptions need to be managed through non-coercive methods which are
spread over time to achieve long term objectives. They must be based on truth.
4HE )NDIAN MODEL MUST BE UNIQUE AND BASED ON OUR CONCERNS IN THE REGION 4HEY
must not be too ambitious to be rendered unachievable. At the same time, setting
very low goals will also be counterproductive. Agenda setting would also form an
essential function of strategic communication. This implies ways of managing
public discourse not by attempting to tell people what to think, but by telling
THEM @WHAT TO THINK ABOUT )T IS TOO DANGEROUS TO LET ADVERSARY COUNTRIES FRAME
THE DISCOURSE SURROUNDING A CONmICT 4HE !RMY WOULD HAVE TO @PUSH INFORMATION
SO THAT THEY CAN @SCOOP THE ADVERSARIES PRE EMPT THEIR STORIES AND HAVE A PRO
active media posture.

Shaping the External Environment
In the Vietnam War, the centre of gravity was correctly perceived as being the
US public opinion. The image of the Americans as imperial forces facilitated
the fading support for the American war in Vietnam. The enemy could also be
TARGETED BY QUESTIONING THE INTEGRITY OF HIS CAUSE DEMONISING THE ENEMY BY
emphasising on its ill practices and atrocities and concentrating on and exposing
THE ENEMYS FAULT LINES AND VULNERABILITIES2 We are however not in the era of long
drawn out wars. Future conflict will be short and swift, though sub conventional
conflict may stretch out for years. In the Indian context, therefore, the perception
MANAGEMENT CAMPAIGN AGAINST EXTERNAL ACTORS SHOULD CATER TO )NDIAS CONCERNS
in the region to promote its core interests. Each country in the region needs to
be addressed separately and the campaign focused accordingly. This would lie
primarily within the ambit of the Ministries of External Affairs and Information
and Broadcasting and partially in the domain of the Ministries of Home and
Defence. Diplomatic missions abroad and specific organisations within each
ministry remain key players in the above task.
When focused against Pakistan, the stated objectives could be on the
following lines: z   Undermine the propaganda and ideologies of the Pakistan military and its
intelligence agencies, especially the ISI, while remaining supportive or at
least not hostile to the Pakistani people.
z   5NDERMINE 0AKISTANS SUPPORT TO TERRORISM ACTIVITIES INSIDE )NDIA BOTH WITHIN
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Pakistan and across the globe.
In the event of hostilities with Pakistan, target the mind of the Pakistani
SOLDIER AND UNDERMINE THE COUNTRYS POLITICAL AND MILITARY LEADERSHIP

)NDIAS SOFT POWER NEEDS TO BE EFFECTIVELY USED AGAINST AN INDISCRIMINATE
Pakistan audience. A carefully designed information campaign can help gain
GROUND IF IT COMPELS THE 0AKISTANI PEOPLE TO QUESTION THEIR !RMYS RATIONALE
AND ACTIONS 4HE ANTI )NDIA STANCE THAT HAS MADE THE !RMY )3)S IMPORTANCE
inevitable in Pakistan can be undermined by targeting the support system of the
SAME 0AKISTANS DISMAL HUMAN RIGHTS RECORD ITS FRACTURED POLITY ITS RELIGIOUS AND
ethnic fault lines make excellent material for a perception management strategy
to be put in place. This should be designed to attain long term objectives which
should be stated. The message would have to be put across to the target audience
over a prolonged period of time, and periodically reviewed to determine its
efficacy on ground.
During conflict and in the pre-hostility stage, the campaign must aim
to induce a sense of hopelessness in the Pakistani public, target the will of its
political and military leadership, create a wedge between the people and their
leaders and induce a collapse of morale at the military tactical level. The activities
carried out during peace should have contributed to this process. A combination
of hard military actions on the ground, orchestrated world public opinion,
targeting the world media trusted by the Pakistani state, use of radio and leaflet
drops could contribute to the success of the campaign. These campaigns to have
any value must be prepared well before the initiation of hostilities and could be
used during the pre-hostilities period itself. In the era of short duration wars,
unless a well-designed strategy is already in place, it will fail to have any impact.
Post conflict measures must be aimed at conflict stabilisation and aid measures
undertaken to assist the public in affected areas.
When focused against China, the stated objectives could be on the following
lines: z   !SSERTING )NDIAS POSITION WITH RESPECT TO ITS LAND FRONTIERS BOTH WITHIN #HINA
and also on the larger world stage. This would include the illegal Chinese
occupation of Aksai Chin, the issue of the Shaksgam Valley illegally ceded to
China by Pakistan, the hollowness of Chinese claims over parts of Arunachal
Pradesh and other territorial issues.
z   "UILDING WORLD AND REGIONAL OPINION AGAINST #HINA IN SUPPORT OF )NDIAS
position on its border with Tibet.
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Isolating China in the region.
In the event of hostilities with China, target the mind of the Chinese soldier
AND UNDERMINE THE COUNTRYS POLITICAL AND MILITARY LEADERSHIP

China has many ethnic, social and economic fault lines which could be
exploited. Besides the indiscriminate public, the target audience could be human
rights activists and people of the Tibetan Autonomous Region and the Xinjiang
province where there is a high anti-establishment sentiment.
)N THE PRE CONmICT STAGE AND DURING WAR THE AIM SHOULD BE TO INDICATE )NDIAS
resolve to protect its core national interests. To be credible, such claims must
be backed by appropriate military capability. Activities carried out during peace
should contribute to this process without contributing to war hysteria. The
Chinese political and military leadership would need to be undermined in the
EYES OF THE #HINESE SOLDIER %XCEPTIONAL LANGUAGE SKILLS WOULD BE REQUIRED TO
target the Chinese soldier through radio broadcasts and the use of leaflets. The
population of Tibet and Xinjiang would also need to be targeted to rise against
Chinese occupation. Foreign media houses would have to be targeted in support
of own operations.

Shaping the Domestic Environment
Shaping the domestic environment lies largely within the ambit of the Ministries
of Home Affairs, Defence, and Information and Broadcasting and partially within
the ambit of the Ministry of Human Resource Development and Ministry of
External Affairs. The domestic environment includes the entire indiscriminate
population of the country and also selected discriminate audiences within the
country. The former is largely to be addressed by the print and audio visual media
and the latter for the most part through psychological operations (psyops). There
WOULD BE A REQUIREMENT OF A PUBLIC AFFAIRS DIVISION FUNCTIONING UNDER THE AEGIS
of the Ministry of Home Affairs to oversee all aspects of perception management
for the domestic audience. Psyops functions would be dealt by both, the Military
AND THE (OME -INISTRY WITH INPUTS AS REQUIRED FROM OTHER AGENCIES
The theme for the indiscriminate audience should preferably be national
unity and nation building. This is a function of the Central and state governments
AND NOT OF )NDIAS -ILITARY 4HE LATTER WOULD HAVE TARGET SPECIlC THEMES WHICH
could be meshed in with national themes. The Defence Ministry would hence
REQUIRE AN APPROACH WHICH IS DIFFERENT IN CONTENT AND TARGET AUDIENCE FROM THAT OF
the Home Ministry. Both should therefore function independently in developing
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and execution their themes, but within the policy parameters as laid down by
the Central Government. All activities within the country must be coordinated to
ACHIEVE SYNERGY IN IMPACT 4HE MAJOR PART OF THE !RMYS PSYOPS CAMPAIGN SHOULD
be devoted to those areas where it is engaged in conflict (J&K and Northeast
India) as also where it may be employed in the future (as an example, in areas
affected by LWE).

Insurgency Affected Areas
The Army has for decades been dealing with the terrorists in the physical domain,
but must now also address the issue at the psychological level. Objectives would
depend on causative factors, underlying ideology, role of non-state actors and
the like. Some stated objectives for the perception management campaign could
be as under: z   Undermine the propaganda and ideologies of the insurgent groups while
remaining supportive of the local population.
z   Undermine foreign support to insurgents and terrorists.
z   Restore the authority of the state and give to the general public a sense of
security and confidence in the Army.
The underlying message that has to be delivered is that the Army is the
@0EOPLES !RMY AND IS THERE TO PROTECT THE PEOPLE 7HILE ITS ACTIONS AGAINST
terrorists may at times cause inconvenience to the people, this in no way
implies that the Army is not their friend. The image of a friend they can trust AN @IRON FIST IN A VELVET GLOVE IS WHAT NEEDS TO BE IMBIBED BY THE LOCAL PEOPLE
The aim is to wean away the terrorist/ insurgent from the people. Without
the people, the insurgent is like a fish without water and will be unable to
OPERATE 3OME ILLUSTRATIVE THEMES WHICH COULD FORM PART OF THE !RMYS PSYOPS
effort are as under: z   The Army is there for the long haul and will remain till peace is restored.
z   The Army is invincible and will win against the insurgents.
z   The terrorists and insurgents are carrying out the agenda of a foreign
government. They are ruining the future of your children and are an obstacle
to your progress and development.
z   )NDIAS DEMOCRACY AND SYSTEM OF GOVERNANCE IS VIBRANT ENOUGH TO RESOLVE ALL
the grievances of the people.
z   The terrorists and insurgents have made insurgency a business concern to
promote their own lavish lifestyle.
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How a single
soldier or small
sub unit handles a
tactical situation
in an out-of-theway location still
has the potential
to make global
headlines.

  %XPOSE THE HOLLOWNESS OF THE MILITANTS CLAIMS AND
drive a wedge between them and their support base.
z  Focus on the women, especially the mothers who
hold a pivotal role in family affairs to wean away the
youth from militancy.
z

Troops in Contact

While words can be drafted and communicated in very
short order, the deeds of individuals, organisations, and
even the nation tend to have the strongest and most
enduring message that is understood by audiences. Examples of actions being
out of sync with words are available in large measures in the way LWE is being
handled. While constitutional and other provisions have been made to protect
TRIBAL LAND HOLDINGS ACTIONS BY STATE GOVERNMENTS IN ACQUIRING TRIBAL LAND FOR
other purposes sends a palpably wrong message.
4HE )NDIAN !RMYS EXCELLENT HUMAN RIGHTS RECORD WHILE COMBATING INSURGENCY
over six decades gets sullied with a few incidents. Years of goodwill can be frittered
away by one action which is perceived to be anti-people. The death of Thangjam
Manorama Devi while in the custody of 17 Assam Rifles, the Pathribal incident
and the death of two villagers in Machchal are prime examples. The manner in
which the military interacts with the civil population thus sends a message to
the target population which may not necessarily be the messages we intended
to send. The behaviour of every soldier impacts on how the force is perceived.
Because of the globalisation of media, how a single soldier or small sub unit
handles a tactical situation in an out-of-the-way location still has the potential to
make global headlines and have a strategic impact. Indigenous individuals with
whom troops interact form favorable or unfavorable impressions and spread
those impressions by word of mouth through surprisingly large networks. The
behaviour of troops with the local population in conflict zones would thus form
a critical input in how they and the organisation they represent are perceived.
While economic and other assistance rendered to the local population by the
military through civic action and other programmes contributes to building
goodwill, it must be remembered that best practices are simply avoidance of
worst practices.
Shaping the environment in insurgency affected areas therefore, depends
for the most part on troop actions and behaviour. This, in conjunction with
psyops campaigns will form the complete gamut of the perception management
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paradigm. All troop actions on the ground must be in conformity with what
is being said in the message. The image of a civilian friendly soldier will
EVAPORATE RATHER QUICKLY IF ACTIONS BY GROUND TROOPS DO NOT LIVE UP TO THAT REALITY
Commanding Officers in particular have an important role to play in this regard.
Cultural sensitivity and language skills will go a long way in establishing a bond
between the soldier and the people he is mandated to protect. Cultural awareness
and sensitivity towards the local population in insurgency affected areas would
help in improved Army relationship with the people and reduce instances of
HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS WHICH CAN HAVE SERIOUS STRATEGIC CONSEQUENCES THOUGH
perpetrated by a few misguided elements at the tactical level. The role of the
Indian Army in combatting insurgencies is unparalleled and its practices are a
model of restraint and prudence for all foreign armies. However, there are times
when some unwanted actions of a few personnel brand the force in a negative
light. Offences by troops must be swiftly punished to deter recurrence as also to
create the desired impact amongst the people.
Within the military, effective communications and information availability
is important for role clarity and preventing the spread of rumours and
misinformation. These functions also boost the morale of the soldier, which
in turn has an impact on the effectiveness of the operations undertaken.
Shaping positive perception can be challenging if there is lack of synergy
between the various branches within and outside the Army that are involved
in the communication circle. An organisation would have to be created for the
purpose.

Impact of Army Psyops
The behaviour of troops with the local population in insurgency hit areas has
impacted the latter in different ways and could be said to be a mixed bag. In
some areas where the units had good commanding officers, the impact was very
positive. In others it remained lukewarm and in some cases became hostile. This
simply underlines the fact that commanding officers and senior officers at the
brigade, division and corps level have to be specifically chosen for command
AND STAFF ASSIGNMENTS IN COUNTER INSURGENCY 4ROOPS ALSO REQUIRE TO BE SENSITISED
to organisational goals. The need for language skills and cultural sensitivity gets
repeatedly highlighted but there is still no movement on the ground to improve
existing shortcomings.
Civic action has received a better response but its utility is limited. The
psyops campaign conducted through the media using both the print and
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audio visual format has had little impact in changing mindsets. The effort
remains diffused, uncoordinated and largely unthematic. The absence of
DOCTRINE AND THE FACT THAT PSYOPS DOES NOT FORM PART OF THE !RMYS OPERATIONAL
plan is reflected in the poor output in the perception management paradigm.
The US has started referring to DIME operations thereby implying the use of
Diplomacy, Information Operations, Military Power and Economic Power
to be used synergistically to achieve national goals. In India, the element of
Information Operations remains left out both at the national level and in
ALL OPERATIONAL ORDERS ISSUED BY THE !RMYS SENIOR HIERARCHY -INDSETS OF
the military leadership must change if results are to be achieved in shaping
perceptions of the target population.

Strategic Imperatives
While engaged in counter insurgency or counter terrorism operations, a key
COMPONENT OF 0ERCEPTION -ANAGEMENT IS THE REQUIREMENT TO REACH OUT TO THE
hearts and minds of people who directly or indirectly support the terrorist or
WHO ARE SIMPLY SYMPATHETIC TO THE @CAUSE !T THE STRATEGIC LEVEL THIS WOULD
involve addressing causative factors through political, social and economic
tools. Without this effort, a network can actually be defeated militarily, but still
MAINTAIN SUPPORT FOR THE @CAUSE WHILST IN A PERIOD OF HIBERNATION $RAWING ON
such support, it can eventually regroup and re-emerge stronger, smarter and
EVEN MORE DEADLY 4HE RESURGENCE OF -AOIST ACTIVITY IN )NDIAS HEARTLAND APTLY
illustrates the above point. Insurgent and terrorist networks, in a sense could be
EQUATED TO THE STORY OF THE DEMON Raktabija in Hindu scriptures. When the demon
was slayed, every drop of blood which fell to the ground created another similar
demon and thus the demons kept multiplying. Eventually, the Mother Goddess
spread her tongue all across the world, to prevent the blood from falling on the
ground and only then was the demon slayed. A whole of government approach
ADDRESSING CAUSATIVE FACTORS IS HENCE REQUIRED TO SEPARATE THE INSURGENT FROM ITS
support base. Only then will insurgency die and wither away.
At the operational level, activities which foment divisions within a terrorist
network, undermine the morale of its members (particularly those on the
fringe), and drive a wedge between the network and its support base will pay
dividends. This is particularly true of third-party3 supporters whose loyalty is
OFTEN QUESTIONABLE 7HILE DIRECT ACTION MILITARY LAW ENFORCEMENT INTELLIGENCE
political, economic activities) will assist in this effort in the short term, long-term
success will only come about when such support is withheld willingly because
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the people providing it have been convinced that it is no longer in their best
interests to do so.

Campaign Imperatives
Perception Management is not a substitute for capability. In advertising terms,
the product has to live up to its brand image otherwise it will lose its credibility.
4HE !RMYS ACTIONS ON THE GROUND WILL THUS HAVE TO CONFORM TO THE IMAGE WHICH
it wishes to create. Capabilities too have to be real otherwise the projection
of deterrence will not succeed. Perception Management, in the absence of
MILITARY CAPABILITY AND @NATIONAL WILL WILL FAIL TO DELIVER THE MESSAGE 4HERE
ARE NO @SILVER BULLETS THAT CAN BE EMPLOYED AS WAR WINNING STRATEGIES IN THE
absence of hard power capabilities. However, in the absence of a perception
management strategy, hard fought gains in the operational and tactical sphere
CAN BE FRITTERED AWAY AND REGAINING THAT SPACE WOULD REQUIRE INORDINATE EFFORT
SUBSEQUENTLY
While executing a strategy, the following aspects must be kept in mind: z   The need for truth telling is essential. Lying is not only unacceptable, it is
COUNTER PRODUCTIVE AND WILL RUIN AN ORGANISATIONS CREDIBILITY FROM WHICH IT
will be difficult to recover from. Truth however may take many forms and has
many elements. Truth projection refers to those aspects of the truth that we
most want to communicate.
z   While speed of disseminating information is important, it cannot take the
place of accuracy. It is undoubtedly important to get our viewpoint across
first as initial impressions generally have a more lasting impact. But the
negative impact of inaccurate information being put into the public domain
seriously erodes an organisations credibility and image and must be avoided.
Winning over trust is a vastly painstaking process which can be dismantled
by one impetuous action, especially if it is based on a lie.
z   Goal setting must be clear and achievable. Also, acceptance and approval of
the final goals by the chain of command is essential and must be embraced
and echoed by the entire team. All messages and actions should be
developed in support of these goals. Though evolution of goals is possible
(and necessary), constantly changing goals and messages will destroy the
information campaign and put the overall campaign at risk.
z   An analysis of the target audience is essential to maximise the impact of a
psyops campaign for there are multiple audiences with which one would
have to deal. These could be the local public, groups with particular religious
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leanings and beliefs, groups based on language and other cultural facets,
women and children in an insurgency affected area, local government officials,
politicians, own soldiers, their families and so on. Developing audience
analysis and profiles is both an art and a science. Each of these audiences is
important. Each is radically different. And each must be understood.
While developing messages, it may be worthwhile to co-opt specialists such
as psychologists, sociologists and scholars for preparing appropriate content.
Messages must be target specific and not indiscriminate. More importantly,
as messages are created, they must be backed up with action. Without
@MUTUALLY SUPPORTIVE WORDS AND DEEDS THE ENTIRE COMMUNICATIONS EFFORTS
will be counter-productive. It would be well to remember what is said in
ADVERTISING JARGON @.OTHING KILLS A BAD PRODUCT FASTER THAN GOOD ADVERTISING
The message must hence fit in with the execution plan of a campaign and
with the capabilities of the troops. It has to be disseminated to the right
AUDIENCES AND MUST BE DONE WITH @REACH AND FREQUENCY

Conclusion
The leadership at all levels will need to be trained on using perception management
TECHNIQUES AS A FORCE MULTIPLIER 4RAINING MUST INCLUDE DEVELOPING LEADERS
in such a way that they learn to thrive on chaos, complexity, and uncertainty.
There will be at once too little knowledge or too much information and the Army
would have to adjust to this reality. There will also be the challenge of finding and
retaining talent that can be used for shaping the information environment. The
sort of talent needed is presently flowing towards high-tech internet companies,
media houses, advertising and entertainment. How professionals can be hired for
specific tasks should be looked into and procedures formulated for appropriate
remuneration.
Within the system, there are many Army personnel who have such skills.
4HEY NEED TO BE IDENTIlED AND THEREAFTER EMPLOYED IN THE REQUIRED MANNER
Unless persons with the necessary skill and talent sets are made available for
psyops functions, the results on the ground will be sub-standard. The Army will
ALSO HAVE TO UNDERSTAND THAT THE TYPE OF TALENT REQUIRED IS UNLIKELY TO CONFORM
to the strict code military discipline applicable to its fighting formations. Odd
personalities and habits would need to be tolerated as uniforms and standard
schedules are unlikely to work. The army would perhaps have to understand
and accept that people in the psyops business would perform better with nonregulation lifestyles.
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Finally, shaping the information environment is the need of the hour and
must be undertaken as a war winning strategy within the country. There is a need
to create a strong organisation to look into all aspects of perception management
both at the level of the central government and within the military. There is also a
need for a supporting doctrine both at the national level and in the armed forces.
How we develop our structures will determine our future capability in this regard.

Maj Gen Dhruv C Katoch, SM, VSM (Retd) is the Additional Director at the Centre for Land
Warfare Studies.
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